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Animal Communication:

Reaching Animals through Energy for Physical, Emotional and Behavioral Healing

Does
Your
Pet
Have
A
Message
For You?

Reaching Animals Through Telepathy: The Five
Extraordinary Senses

•

My dominant sense with animal photos or descriptions is
ClairAudient - and I do blend some of my counseling with a
Certificate I got in Animal Behavior- but there are the other
senses that come to play as well, Visual or ClairVoyance, A
Feeling or ClairSentience, Tasting(related to Smell) or
ClairGustience, and Just Knowing or ClairCognizance(I’m
capitalizing the middle letters so you can easily see what the
words mean: For example, “Gustience”, is from the same Latin
word, gustare, which the Spanish gusto, gusta or gustar come
from, to taste.

•

First we send our love, and keeping ourselves totally neutral &
nonjudgmental we then ask permission(in Spanish, con
permiso).

Part 1. How Do We Access the
Claires or The Extra-Senses?
•

Different teachers have different methods. My supervising teacher,
Joanna Seere of Warwick NY and I have backgrounds in meditative
practice and I usually sit a half hour a day with my cat. He loves
this. Joanna recommended it for me and I try to recommend it for
all my clients. However no one method works for everyone.

•
•

I’d trained in the Zen straight-back sitting position for 10 years on
and off and now try to visit a Burmese Vipassana group weekly.
Most teachers, including of Yoga agree that a straight spine, from
the sitz bone to the top of the head, is ideal for transmitting energy
for waking and alertness(prana in Sanskrit), grounded-ness and
also energy healing.

Other Methods of Getting Awake: Going In

•

Dawn Allen of Westfield MA https://dawnallen.org (I
recommend online-scheduling a quick session with her)
believes in the primacy of the moment like when a bear
is chasing you! Or the extreme aliveness of bees
sucking honey out of flowers.

•

There are many different methods like walking in nature,
listening to healing music on YouTube or free-flow
journaling. I use a lot of them often but; the daily sit
works well for me. And what are some other ways you
can get into your inner Self, and to be at home with it?

Let’s All Take a Moment
•

Would anyone prefer silence to get into a meditative state?

•

OK. Let’s put away all our ToDo lists, maybe make one or two last notes before we
go “under”. We’re not really going under. You can take that right back up when we
come out of our ceremony.

•

Put your feet flat on the floor, take three deep lung-full breaths into your body and
send it to the tense, tight places where you are aware of tension or pain and see if
you can send any negatively affecting energies down out through your feet to the
Earth. We also want to send the Earth goodness and that’s for your daily practice.

•

Let your spine be straight from your sitz bones to the top of your head and let your
shoulders relax on top of this support. Deep breath out. Sigh even. You may place
the backs of your hands with palms facing upward on your thighs. To me it
signifies giving, receiving, and an attitude of gratitude. Or palms down is powerful.

Taking a Moment(continued)
•

And more and more being aware of what’s going on in the body.
Neither praise nor blame. Whatever emotions are rollicking
around in there, be interested and curious but not caught in it. If
you do, it’s okay but bring yourself back each time. The bringing
of the self back is the practice. No judgments. It’s all good/or
bad!

•

If it is bad, we might want to be curious why. Why am I thinking
of this right now and where in my body do I feel it? If I can locate
the place in the body where it is felt then it may even begin to
dissipate under a kind of compassionate awareness.

•

But soon we are going to focus on our photos. I know you have
them ready.

Love, Permission and a Few Simple
Questions
•

I invite you to send loving energy to your pet’s photo, ask permission to enter his/
her mind and maybe later body but for now just questions and we will ask a few:

•

Who Are You?

•

How Are You?

•

What do you want to do?

•

What would you like to improve about your life?

•

Just to happen gently, no need to force but finding the quiet from which the
answers will arise. These are not super-deep at first but can be fascinating. When
you start getting your impressions, take a few notes so you can share with us
later.

•

Also, What is your Job(or Archetype or Lifestyle)?

What Did We all Get? Who’d Like to Share?

•

Your notes here!

Part 2. Behavior
•

Is there a specific issue you care deeply about? Can we go inside ourselves,
reach our own pet(s) at home and ask about a question or problem issue:

•

Were you aware that X behavior was upsetting?

•

Would you be willing to work on changing X behavior?

•

What could I do to help you change the unwanted behavior?

•

Last we imagine a video of our animals behaving as we’d like:

•

Not not as we don’t like. What we resist persists and we need them to see the
desired behavior. This is also a great teaching method for human students!
And it will contribute to animal welfare if we stop to replace negative images
with the behavior we’d like to see.

Part 2A If you just have a question.
•

Try to get relaxed and into a meditative state or a
Sudden Awakening state.

•

And sense the aliveness of the being that is your
animal. In a framework of complete quietude: What
would you most like to ask?

•

Be quiet for a bit and see if you can be receptive.
Then let’s see what kind of notes we get….Who’d like
to share, anyone? Ok, good!

Healing: The Warmth of Pure Energy
•

Hands are balls of electrified energy. As the Verizon rep told us, “Electricity
is in the air!” LOL. But we can imagine and create with our thoughts wide
balls of energy. Laying the backs of our hands flat on our thighs, this energy
and it is warm too, can radiate.

•

Another way is by rubbing our palms together. We direct this warm healing
energy thoughtfully towards our animals. -With their permission, of course. (I
always like to meditate palms up too for an attitude of creation, giving and
receiving and most of all gratitude; palms down I think is a power pose).

•

If there’s a trouble spot and you want to go right to it: Go there now. Another
thing we do for overall wellness is a body-scan of our animal. You can look
at the animals up here, or I will give one to each of you and you can
practice.

•

To which areas of the body are you drawn for healing?

Into the Healing
•

First we ask, “May I give you a healing?” Nothing’s forced. We
allow the healing energy to go in the animal’s body and ask for
balance but it is up to the body to decide how it will heal. We are
not attached to the outcome. The question is whether or not we
are we allowed to touch or maybe we’re not so let’s just go a little
into the Aura of the animal’s body.

•

About an inch above his body we can feel the first-layer Aura of
a pet. We’ll start by going all around the body, encasing his or
her Aura like a little egg. Feel it. You can imagine your own pet at
home receiving this and it may indeed help! You may become
aware of trouble spots or it may present all-clear!

Chakras
•

Next we start into the Chakral areas of the body.
Does anyone here need a review of the Chakral
System? Can you tell me: What are these 7?

Chakras: answers
•

Root Chakra-Red Survival (they never say this but it’s also sexy.)

•

Sacral Chakra- Thumb and forefinger below the belly-Orange Creative

•

Solar Plexus -Yellow Will, Putting Things into Action

•

Heart Chakra -Green Love, Healing

•

Throat Chakra -Sky Blue Communication, Having Your Say

•

Third Eye -Indigo Blue Psychic Abilities and Clairvoyant Visions

•

Crown Chakra -Violet Divine Wisdom and Divine Connection

•

Above the head is thought to be the connective Chakra where all souls
are One.

Chakral Endocrine System
•

Pineal

•

Pituitary

•

Thyroid and Parathyroid

•

Thymus

•

Adrenal

•

Gonads

•

Red? I don’t know!

Do you notice anything while
going through chakras?
•

If you do, you can stop at that point and give it some extra loving energy! Let’s take some time for
that. You may imagine healing your own animals, for sure!

•

And then let’s wrap it all up by giving the whole first Aura a metaphorical hug again, feeling it like an
egg and then we will all say our blessing. In your heads or out loud.

•

I’m going to adopt the Burmese Vipassana prayer for the Animals:

•

“May All Animals be Safe! May All Animals be Happy! May All Animals be Healthy!

•

(A complete healing could be spiritual and does not always mean we save the pet’s actual life here.)

•

May all animals care for themselves with comfort and ease. Or simply, “Live at Ease!” Blessings!

•

PS: Maybe You’d Like to Sign Up with your email to be Notified of My Saturday Anicom Class:-

•

On Google Hangouts, this will be from 10-12 with a lunch break and then from 1-3 pm with optional
time for Q&A afterwards. If it goes well we may assign homework to read other people’s pets which
will be recapped the next Saturday from 10-12 AM. Thank you!

•

Q&A

